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 FULL OF BEANS DAYCARE 

‘Home away from home’ 

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Welcome to Full of Beans Daycare – an unlicensed home daycare that is owned and operated 

by Michelle Holly Nelson. 

Mandate 

To provide ‘home away from home’ care with an emphasis on developmental needs and the 

health and happiness of children within the program. 

Philosophy 

I aim to: 

• Provide educational play experiences that will develop your child holistically. 

• Provide accessible activities for children at all stages of development. 

• Help your child to develop self-esteem, self-regulation, confidence and decision-making 

abilities. 

• To allow your child every opportunity to play, recognizing that play is child directed and 

not adult directed and that children understand what they need to learn and that they are 

able to do so through play. 

• Cater for all your child’s health and happiness needs and place your child’s health and 

happiness first. 

• To make full use of the outdoor environment as it is the best place for your child to be for 

both health and happiness. 

• To deliver daily literacy, numeracy, creative and sensory activities whilst also providing 

free flow play activities that will help them to develop curiosity, initiative, independence, 
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interaction with and respect for others, communication skills, gross and fine motor skills, 

communication skills, imagination through dramatic and small world play, an 

understanding of music, a knowledge and understanding of the world and construction 

skills. 

Program Statement 

Full of Beans Daycare follows a multi-disciplined approach to help your child develop holistically. 

We recognize that your child is competent, capable, curious and rich in potential and learn 

alongside your child. 

These forms contain a full list of our policies and procedures under which this daycare 

operates.  

1. Definitions 

Infant/Toddler: 0-2years 

Older Toddler/Preschooler: 2-4years 

Kindergartner: Any child attending the kindergarten program 

School Age: Any child in grade one or above 

Half Day: Morning until lunch (7am-12:30pm-ish) or lunch until end of day (12:30pm-ish-6pm) 

Full Day: Morning until end of day (7am-6pm) 

2. Licensing and ratios 

Full of Beans Daycare operates as an unlicensed daycare. As such, our maximum capacity is 

five children, with no more than two children under the age of two. Despite being unlicensed, I 
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have worked with children for 14 years and I do my best to adhere to current standards of 

childcare and education. 

3. Ages accepted 

I prefer to take in children aged one or older, however I may make exceptions for times when I 

have less children in my care. Our youngest children, particularly those who can’t sit or walk, 

require much more attention and I don’t want my attention to be taken away from the other 

children in my care. 

4. Termination Policy 

Full of Beans Daycare reserves the right to terminate this contract immediately if your child 

demonstrates behaviour that is dangerous to others in the program or if payments are not made 

in full and on time. In addition, should Full of Beans Daycare need to close, then a minimum 

two-week notice period will be provided. 

If you wish to terminate this contract, then written notice and a two-week notice period is 

expected. 

5. Opening Hours 

Our daycare is open from 7am-6pm daily. We are closed for public holidays (New Years Day, 

Good Friday, Victoria Day, Canada Day, Civic Holiday, Labour Day, Thanksgiving Day, 

Christmas Day, Boxing Day, Family Day) and I reserve the right to take a two-week break over 

Christmas, in the summer and a one-week break in March. Advance notice will always be given 

of this. I also work 2-3 days per month as a supply teacher and will provide advance notice of 

when those days will be too. You will not be charged for these days. 

6. Sick days 
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Unfortunately, we all get sick from time to time, particularly when working with children. If I know 

that I am going to be unwell I will always try to let you know the night before. If not, then I will 

send a text message as soon as I feel unwell. You will not be charged for these days. 

7. Daycare Closures 

Every effort will be taken to remain open during inclement weather, however where there is 

power failure etc, then Full of Beans Daycare reserves the right to close centres if 

circumstances dictate. If we do have to close, then you shall be notified via text message as 

soon as is possible. 

8. Parent Guidelines 

Parents shall: 

• Conduct themselves respectfully towards others, in compliance with the law. 

• Work in partnership with the daycare to enhance learning and to support the health, 

happiness and education of their child. 

• Act appropriately on premises. 

• Be aware that threatening behavior and harassment of staff, students or other parents is 

not tolerated and is grounds for termination of this contract. 

 

9. Deposit 

Should you decide that you would like your child to attend Full of Beans Daycare, a deposit of 

$50, that is non-refundable, will be required. This deposit will be put towards your first week’s 

bill. Spaces will not be held until that deposit has been paid. 

10. Payment Policy 
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You will be asked to pay weekly every Friday and your bill will take into account how many days 

your child attended that week. If your child did not attend a day for whatever reason, then you 

will not be billed for it.  

I provide full day and half day care and I may have drop in spots subject to availability. 

For a full time, full day spot, my price is $25 a day 

For a part time or drop in full day spot, my price is $28 a day. 

For a half day spot, my price is $15 a day. 

For hourly care, my price is $8 an hour. 

11. Late Pick Up Policy 

If you are going to be late to pick up your child, then a late fee of $5 per hour or part thereof 

applies. Please note that if you are late to collect your child and you have not arranged for 

somebody else to collect your child or you have not informed us that you will be late then 

emergency contacts will be called. Please note also that if someone other than you or your 

emergency contact will be picking your child up then we will need written confirmation of this 

and photo ID will be requested upon collection. If we are unable to get in touch with either you or 

an emergency contact, then the police will be contacted. If they are unable to locate either you 

or your emergency contact then the Family and Children Services will be notified. 

12. Illness Policy 

If your child is unwell with either a fever, sickness, diarrhea or other communicable illness then 

they will be asked to remain at home for a minimum of 24 hours. This is to protect my family and 

other children in the program. If your child is unwell whilst attending daycare then we shall 

inform you and it is your responsibility to arrange to have your child collected. Please note that if 
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your child has a communicable illness then I will anonymously inform other parents so that they 

are aware of what symptoms to look out for in their own children. 

13. Absences and Vacations 

Whilst I do not charge for absences or vacations, I do appreciate as much advance warning as it 

is possible to give. This is because I make plans for the day and those plans are informed by the 

number of children in my care, additionally it helps with billing as well as with being able to take 

in drop in childcare spots. 

14. Medicine Protocol 

I can administer medication for your child if you sign a form stating the medication name, use 

and dosage. Medication must have your child’s name, dosage and expiry date on the bottle for 

me to be able to administer it. Medication will be kept in a locked box in either the refrigerator or 

a kitchen cupboard. Please note that I will not administer Tylenol or other medications that keep 

fever at bay. If your child requires one of these medicines, then they really need to be kept at 

home. 

15. Medical Emergency 

In the case of a medical emergency every effort will be taken to contact you or your family 

Doctor. However, this isn’t always immediately possible, and the following protocol will be 

followed: 

1. Call 911 and administer medication 

2. Contact parents/guardian as soon as possible. If parents/guardians not available, 

emergency contacts will be informed. 

3. Allow parents/guardians/emergency contacts/ambulance to take child to the hospital or 

doctor. Where possible/necessary I will also try to accompany the child unless I have 

other children in my care. 
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16. Evacuation Procedures 

In the case of an emergency necessitating evacuation, we will go to the Subway restaurant 

located at 448 Welland Avenue. Emergency contact and medical information will be taken with 

us and next of kin contacted as soon as is possible. 

17. Field Trips 

We will not take any trips out in a moving vehicle; we may go for walks within the local area. A 

permission form to cover this will be handed out when you register your child to cover this. 

When we go for a walk in the local area advance notice will be given and I will always have your 

child’s information to hand in case of emergency, a cell phone and a first aid kit. 

18. Toilet Training 

When you decide it is time to begin toilet training your child then I will assist however I can and 

ensure consistency between home and daycare. You are the expert when it comes to your child 

and I am more than happy to follow your lead and to provide you with advice when it is 

requested. 

19. Screen Time 

I prefer for children in my care to have no access to screen time. My own cell phone will be 

available in case of emergency but otherwise it won’t be used. There are some exceptions to 

this. If we have a movie day, for example at Christmas time, or if the children haven’t settled to 

an activity when I need to get dinner for them then they may have a small amount of screen time 

for no longer than 10 minutes. 

20. Toys 

We are in the process of creating a Waldorf/Montessori environment with open ended, gender 

neutral toys that are made from natural materials. At present, we do have a wide variety of toys 
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available to play with. The toys that are accessible are suitable for even our smallest children. 

Should an older child want to play with a toy with smaller parts then they may do so whenever 

they wish and younger children will be kept away. 

21.  Miscellaneous 

We may go for walks to the local parks, however children will not be transported in a vehicle 

unless there is an emergency. 

We may take photographs of your child for use on our website/social media sites, their faces will 

not be visible, their names will not be revealed and we will respect your wishes if you do not 

wish for us to take photographs of your child. 

22. Open Door Policy 

Feel free to visit your child whenever you want! However, please be aware that my attention 

needs to be on all the children in my care at all times and that I will usually be busy. That said, 

you are encouraged to visit and participate throughout the day and are welcome to stay for a 

cup of tea in the morning! 

23. Behaviour Management Policy 

I operate with love. I prefer to work out the root cause of behaviours, rather than just manage 

them once they have arisen. I do teach kindness at Full of Beans Daycare and I hope to instill 

respect and good manners but I think that all children are kind and respectful and have good 

manners innately but perhaps they need to learn some self-regulation skills, which are both 

learned developmentally and taught.  

Some of my strategies: 
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1. Positive reinforcement (buckets of it). When your child is doing something amazing then I 

will be the first person in line to tell your child exactly what it is that I think they are doing 

so well! 

2. Calm time. This is another word for ‘time out’, with more positive connotations. I hope to 

teach your child to know when they need to take time to calm down before starting over. 

3. ‘Making it right’. After your child has had a chance to calm down and self-regulate then 

we will work together to discuss what happened, what went wrong and how we could 

change it to make it right. Perhaps we need to clean up a mess or apologize to someone 

but there is always a way to make it right again. 

4. Knowing it is ok to make a mistake. Everyone slips up and does something wrong every 

now and again. I want children to know it is ok if they made a mistake, even adults make 

mistakes, and that they are in training to become the best versions of themselves 

possible. 

Please note that the following practices are prohibited by The Child Care and Early Years Act: 

• Corporal punishment of the child. 

• Physical restraint of the child, such as confining the child to a highchair, car seat, stroller 

or other device for the purposes of discipline or in lieu of supervision, unless the physical 

restraint is for the purpose of preventing the child from hurting himself, herself or 

someone else, and is only used as a last resort and only until the risk of injury is no 

longer imminent. 

• Locking the exits of the child care centre or home child care premises for the purposes of 

confining the child, or confining the child in an area or room without adult supervision, 

unless such confinement occurs during an emergency and is required as part of the 

licensee’s emergency management policies and procedures. 

• Use of harsh or degrading measures or threats or use of derogatory language directed at 

or used in the presence of a child that would humiliate, shame or frighten the child or 

undermine his or her self-respect, dignity or self-worth. 
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• Deprive the child of basic needs, including food, drink, shelter, sleep, toilet use, clothing 

or bedding. 

• Inflicting any bodily harm o children including making children eat or drink against their 

will. 

 

24. Cleaning 

I do ask that children try to take pride in their environment by cleaning up after themselves. 

Similarly, I work hard to keep the environment tidy and clean. I try to use predominantly green 

cleaning products. Our children have skin that absorbs chemicals from cleaning products more 

easily than our own and that is something I am conscious of.  

To clean something that is soiled I first use a solution of soap and water to remove the dirt. Then 

I spray with white vinegar and allow to settle for five minutes before wiping clean and repeating 

with hydrogen peroxide.  

The children wash their hands before meals and are encouraged to wash their hands 

throughout the day, as do I. 

The only chemical cleaners in the house is bleach for the toilet and free and clean laundry 

detergent. 

25. Arrival and Departure 

I am aware how difficult it can be to leave your child when you must go to work for both you and 

your child. It is easy to linger when saying goodbye but prolonging the goodbye can make it 

harder for both you and your child. Trying to sneak away can also have an adverse effect as 

your child will never know when you might leave and develop detachment issues. It is my belief 

that the best thing to do is show your child just how much you love them with a few hugs and 

kisses and then tell them that you will be back later and hope that they have fun before leaving. 
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If you are anxious about your child, then you can call or text me and I will send you tons of 

photos throughout the day. 

26. Supplies for Daycare 

When your child is at our daycare he/she will need: spare clothes (more if toilet training), 

outdoor shoes (please, no flip flops), slippers (optional), toileting items, warm outdoor clothing 

that is waterproof, pacifiers/snugglies, a blanket from home that smells like home, a pillow if 

older, sunscreen, any eating/drinking implements that are specialized for your child, formula, 

bottles that your child prefers. 

It is highly recommended that these items are labelled. 

Please note that we do not allow long scarves, mittens on strings or drawstrings for health and 

safety reasons. 

27. Parking 

You may park on the driveway or at the front of the house, however please be aware that there 

is a fire hydrant at the front of the property and you should not park in front of that.  

28. Admission 

Your child will not be allowed to attend Full of Beans Daycare until the necessary paperwork has 

been provided: 

Registration form 

Parent/guardian/caregiver contract 

Vaccination records 

$50 deposit 
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29. Meals and Snacks 

Your child will be provided with healthy snacks in the morning and afternoon, as well as free 

flow fruit throughout the day. I do not limit how much fruit your child wants to eat unless it is 

close to a meal time. He or she will be provided with a cooked lunch every day. The menu for 

the week will be posted on the daycare wall for you to look through. If there is anything that you 

know your child will not enjoy then please let me know so that I can make up an alternative. If 

you prefer to send your child with something to eat or drink, then I can offer your choices to 

them. Drinks at snack and lunch will be milk or water. I can cater to specialist diets but please 

note that I can not guarantee a nut free environment.  

30. Weapons 

Please be aware that weapons, including ‘pretend’ weapons are not allowed in the daycare for 

the following reasons: 

• Children are intimidated by violence and I want all children to feel safe. 

• Weapons promote rough play, which can lead to accident. 

• Children need to be prepared for school, where there will be a zero-tolerance attitude 

towards this sort of play. 

• We want to promote dealing with issues by ‘using our words’. 

• We don’t want to normalize violence. 

 

31. Pets Policy 

We are a pet friendly environment. We have a hamster, dog and cat. The hamster and dog will 

be kept separately to the children and the cat tends to stay out of their way. We cannot 

guarantee an animal hair environment, in fact, we guarantee that there will be animal hairs 

floating around but I do my best to stay on top of it! 

32. Full of Beans Curriculum 
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I take a multi theorist approach to my curriculum, incorporating my preferred elements of 

attachment parenting, the Montessori, Waldorf and Reggio Emilia approaches, total 

communication, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, Goleman’s emotional intelligence, multiple 

intelligences whilst ensuring that the objectives of How Does Learning Happen are met. I also 

teach Forest Schools in our garden daily. My overarching theme is play. Play is what our 

children should be doing, and that is what they will be doing here!  

I ensure a range of play activities are provided so that the following areas are covered: sensory, 

creative and art, knowledge and understanding of the world, literacy, numeracy, music, role 

play, small world play, construction, fine and gross motor play, science and so much more. 

33. Nap Time 

Typically, younger infants and toddlers will require two naps a day and these can be taken 

according to their own schedule and older children require one nap a day following lunch. 

However, I will try to follow your home routine as much as it is possible to do because you know 

your child’s routine better than I do and all children are different and have different 

requirements. During sleep times, children use our quiet room and will sleep on either a cot or in 

the crib. There is a blackout curtain and low music or white noise will be played. The other 

children will have quiet activities until their friends have woken. Nap time is super important to 

your child’s development and whilst sleep will never be enforced, all children will be provided 

with the opportunity to sleep daily.  

34. Daily Schedule 

This schedule is extremely flexible and will change in small ways daily, however routine is 

important for our little ones and so the basic outline will remain as follows: 

7-7:45am – Upon arrival there will be the opportunity to play with the morning basket as well as 

at other play stations. The morning basket will have items in it that will be based upon our topic 
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for that week, the children’s interests or it might have photographs or pieces of art in it to spark 

conversations. 

7:45-8am – Circle time. We will have registration time and discuss our day, sing songs and have 

show and tell and we will sing ‘Oh Canada’. 

8-8:30am – First snack break! Whilst a free flow healthy fruit snack will be offered throughout 

the day, we will now sit and eat a breakfast snack. 

8:30-10am – Outside play with literacy and numeracy links. We may read a story together or we 

may count leaves or bugs or any other number of things!  

10am-11:30am – Indoor play with topic links. Perhaps our topic is, for example ‘The Hungry 

Caterpillar’ and there will be the opportunity to work on something topic related whilst playing, 

eg. Creating a Hungry Caterpillar picture. 

11:30-12pm – Lunch time. If your child sleeps during this time, then their lunch will be saved for 

them or they may eat a little earlier. 

12pm – 2:30pm – This is a usual time for toddlers to sleep however if they don’t want to have a 

sleep during this time then they will have play time in the main play room. 

2:30-4pm – Outside play with creative or sensory links. Maybe we could make a picture with 

leaves, play with mud or bring some paints and paper outside! 

4-4:30pm – Snack time. Whilst free flow snack will be offered throughout the day, children will 

now have the opportunity to have something else in addition to fruit. 

4:30-6pm – This is the ‘witching’ hour! Children are often tired out by now! It will be a relaxing 

time to play indoors or outdoors and to have lots of cuddles and stories before pick up. 

35. Home-Daycare Communication 
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Everyday the following information will be relayed: sleep times, meals, play activities and 

toileting information. This information will be written down in a daily communication book that 

can go home and that other pertinent information can be written down in. 

36. Guidelines for your child 

To ensure the safety of all children, we do have some guidelines: 

1. Gentle hands 

2. Be respectful to the environment both indoors and out 

3. Use kind words and nice manners 

4. Take turns and share 

5. Freedom to make choices of who you want to play with and what toys you want to play 

with 

6. Freedom to express your feelings, likes and dislikes 

 

37. Privacy Policy 

Privacy of information is extremely important to us for the health and safety of both our family 

and yours. We never disclose our full address online. We will collect information about your child 

for our records, including medical information and your address. This will not be disclosed 

outside of our daycare unless it is requested by CAS or medical officials during a medical 

emergency.  

Paper information is kept under supervision in a binder within my home. It will be taken on trips 

away from the home, to ensure that emergency contact information and health information is 

always readily available, however it will not be left unattended. 

We do not keep information about your child electronically. 
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It is your right to see the information that is held about your child and to ask for amendments to 

that information as necessary, we will always comply. It is your responsibility to ensure that 

information that we have is up to date, this is important to ensure best care for your child. 

 

38. Final Note 

Thank you for reading through our policies and procedures. As time goes on, these may be 

amended as this is a first draft. We will inform you when our policies and procedures change. If 

you have any questions or concerns about these policies, then please feel free to address them 

and changes can be made if deemed necessary! 

Thank you. 

 


